Mary
Smith
Speaker and Author
Mary Smith is a dynamic, motivating, and inspiring speaker
with a passion for educators. Her talks inspire and motivate
educators to take action! Author of three instructional aids
for use in the elementary science classroom, Mary is
currently working on a book to motivate and inspire
teachers to understand the impact they have on their
students’ lives.
While her messages are designed to be appealing,
inspiring, and motivating, she works with the host
organization to determine how she can be most useful
and deliver the message most effective for her listeners.
Responses to Mary’s presentations evidence that she
connects to her audience.
Tom Ziglar, CEO, Ziglar, Inc
As a certified Ziglar Legacy Certified Speaker, Trainer and
Coach, Mary speaks on the following topics:





Building A Better You for Educators
Building Winning Relationships for Educators
Living a More Balanced Life
Goal Setting and Achievement

She also speaks on these topics most relevant to
administrators:





Hiring for A High Achieving Culture and Climate
The Transformation Trinity
Training for the T-Tess
Strategies to Assist Teachers in Making Difficult
Decisions

If you have the chance to attend a presentation or
seminar presented by Mary Smith, GO! I heard her speak
on Building A Better You recently. She is funny,
straightforward and will make you think- all in one
presentation! Definitely a must attend!!
Carla V. Assistant Principal, Houston

Mary's session on Building A
Better You is exactly what I
was looking for to strengthen
my leadership skills. This
speech helped put into
perspective the "why" behind
my passions avoiding career
burnout.
Rodney G. A.P., Houston, TX

Mary Smith delivered a
dynamic self-motivation piece
entitled, "Being the Best You".
Her life experiences are woven
through the fabric of this
presentation with balanced
doses of humor and humility.
Make sure you don't miss an
opportunity to see her in action.
Maureen F., Teacher, Waller ISD

Mary provides unique insight
for educators or business
leaders that want to improve
their personal and professional
image. I practice her self talk
tips daily to remind me that I
can make a difference in my
students' lives. Mary's keen
sense of humor and frankness
keep you engaged
Karl D., Teacher, CypressFairbanks ISD

